1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

What really defines the origin for the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in proton-coupling bioenergetics systems? In Peter Mitchell\'s chemiosmotic theory \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]\] that won the 1978 Nobel Prize in chemistry, the term, membrane potential $\Delta\psi$, was somewhat vaguely given as the electric potential difference across the membrane. However, its physical origin for membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ was not very well explained. In 1969, Mitchell and his coworker stated "$\Delta\psi$ can be equated to the Donnan potential" [@bib4]. That is, based on the Mitchellian view of delocalized proton coupling bioenergetics, membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ would be a delocalized parameter somehow contributed by delocalized protons and ions in the two bulk liquid phases [@bib5].

Mitchell\'s central bioenergetics equation has been incorporated into many textbooks \[[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]\], which is expressed as the protonic motive force (pmf) across a biological membrane that drives protons through the ATP synthase; It is:$$\text{pmf}\  = \Delta\psi\  - \ \frac{2.3\ RT}{F}\ \Delta\text{pH}\ $$where $\Delta\psi$ is the electrical potential difference (which is defined as positive (*p)*-phase minus negative (*n)*-phase and is usually positive [@bib5]) across the membrane; *R* is the gas constant; *T* is the absolute temperature; *F* is Faraday\'s constant; and ΔpH is defined as the pH in the *p*-phase (e.g., the intermembrane space of mitochondria) minus the pH in the *n*-phase (e.g., matrix) \[[@bib5], [@bib8]\]. In that chemiosmotic framework, the protons are considered to be solutes, similar to sugar molecules in water that are delocalized staying everywhere in the liquid; thus whose electrochemical gradient was thought to be delocalized between the two bulk aqueous phases. Consequently, the Mitchellian view of bioenergetics is that the ATP synthase is coupled to the redox-driven proton pumps via bulk phase-to-bulk phase proton electrochemical potential gradients generated across the biological membrane. The chemiosmotic theory was a major milestone in the history of bioenergetics; its significance to the field could hardly be overstated.

However, we now know that the textbook Mitchellian pmf [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not entirely correct and thus must be revised \[[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12]\]. The most well-established observations that disagree with [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} are in alkalophilic bacteria, such as *Bacillus pseuodofirmus* \[[@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]\]. The alkalophilic bacteria keep their internal pH about 2.3 units more acidic than the ambient bulk liquid pH while Δψ is about 180 mV \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\]. The use of Mitchellian [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} in this case yields a pmf value so small (44 mV at T = 298 K) that has eluded mechanistic explanation for decades as to how these organisms are able to synthesize ATP \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\].

Meanwhile, the question as to what extent the proton coupling pathway for producing ATP is delocalized throughout the bulk aqueous volume or localized at the membrane surface has remained open since it was first raised in 1961 by Williams \[[@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]\]. A number of well-documented observations, such as the localized proton coupling characteristics observed in the "low salt" treated thylakoids of the Chiang-Dilley experiment [@bib30] and the ΔpH surface component of pmf in ATP synthesis of mitochondria [@bib31] could not be explained by Mitchell\'s delocalized proton view. The newly reported lateral pH gradient between the OXPHOS complex IV and the F~0~F~1~ ATP-synthase in folded mitochondrial membranes [@bib32] also indicates a need for "a modification to Peter Mitchell\'s chemiosmotic proposal." A recent biomimetic study [@bib33] appears to point to a similar localized proton phenomenon [@bib34]. Furthermore, it has been noticed that the use of Mitchell\'s chemiosmotic theory was not even able to satisfactorily explain the bioenergetics in mitochondria and *E. coli* under certain conditions without considering the localized protons [@bib35].

Recently, the author developed an electrostatic proton localization model \[[@bib9], [@bib36]\] that explains how free excess protons in an aqueous medium separated by an impermeable membrane alone can be localized spontaneously at the liquid-membrane interface. Moreover, a newly developed pmf equation to account for localized protons at a liquid-membrane interface was introduced and shown to result in a large enough pmf to synthesize ATP in alkalophilic bacteria \[[@bib9], [@bib37]\].

Our recent study [@bib12] has also clarified that neither the Gouy-Chapman theory [@bib38] nor the Debye length concept could be applied to estimate the thickness of the localized excess proton layer here, because the equations used in calculating the Debye length can be applied only to charge-balanced solutions including 1:1 electrolyte solutions such as NaCl [@bib39]. Since the membrane is just an insulator layer (not an electrode), the excess proton layer at the water-membrane interface is likely to be a special monolayer (with a thickness probably of about 1 nm), but definitely not an "electric double layer" as that of a typical electrode as expected by the Gouy-Chapman theory [@bib38]. The conclusion that there is an excess proton monolayer is also consistent with the known "electric double layer" phenomenon since the excess proton layer can be treated as an extension from the second (proton) layer of the anode\'s "electric double layer" around the proton-conductive water body surface as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a [@bib12].Fig. 1Schematic diagram showing experimental demonstration of an electrostatically localized excess protons layer at the water-membrane interface in an "anode water-membrane-water cathode" system. Top (a): showing the excess proton monolayer is extended from a secondary proton layer of the "electric double layer" that covers the anode surface when electrolysis voltage is applied; Bottom (b): showing the likely distribution of excess protons and excess hydroxyl anions in the two water chambers separated by a membrane when electrolysis voltage is turned off. Adapted from Saeed and Lee 2018 WATER *Journal: Multidisciplinary Research Journal* 9:116--140.Fig. 1

Previously, we demonstrated the formation of an electrostatically localized layer of excess protons at the water-membrane interface in biomimetic experiments using an anode water-membrane-water cathode system [@bib10], where excess protons were generated by water electrolysis in an anode electrode chamber and excess hydroxyl anions were created in a cathode chamber. When a positive voltage is applied to the anode electrode in water, it first attracts the hydroxyl anions to the anode electrode surface and then counter-ions (protons) distribute themselves near the anions layer, forming a typical "electric double layer" on the anode surface ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) [@bib12]. When a significant number of excess protons are produced by water electrolysis in the anode chamber, the excess protons electrostatically distribute themselves at the water-surface interface around the water body including a part of the "electric double layer" at the anode surface. From here, it can be seen that the excess proton layer at the water-membrane interface is apparently extended away from the secondary (proton) layer of the "electric double layer" at the anode. The excess proton layer at the water-membrane interface electrostatically attracts the excess hydroxyl anions in the cathode chamber at the other side of the membrane, forming an "excess anions-membrane-excess protons" capacitor structure ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) [@bib12]. When the electrolysis voltage is turned off, the electric polarization at both anode and cathode disappears and so does the "electric double layer", leaving only the excess proton layer around the anode chamber water body and the similarly formed excess hydroxyl (anions) layer around the cathode chamber water body ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) [@bib12]. The resulting excess anions-membrane-excess protons capacitor may represent a proof-of-principle mimicking of an energized biological membrane such as a mitochondrial membrane system at its energized resting state [@bib12].

In this article for addressing the fundamental question on the origin for the membrane potential, the localized proton bioenergetics analysis [@bib9] is now extended and further employed to calculate the concentrations for both localized protons and localized cations at the liquid-membrane interface, using the newly determined cation-proton exchange equilibrium constants $K_{Pi}$ for sodium, potassium and magnesium cations from our recent experimental study [@bib12] and using the experimental data from the well-documented animal mitochondria study [@bib40]. This enables much better understanding of the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in proton coupling bioenergetics.

2. Theory/calculation {#sec2}
=====================

2.1. Theory {#sec2.1}
-----------

According to the electrostatic proton localization model \[[@bib9], [@bib11], [@bib36]\], excess positively charged protons in an aqueous medium on one side of a membrane will electrostatically repel each other to become localized at the membrane surface, attracting an equal number of excess negatively charged hydroxyl anions to the other side of the membrane to form a "protonic capacitor structure". This theory rests on the premise that a water body acts as a protonic conductor as illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which is consistent with the well-established knowledge that protons quickly transfer among water molecules by the "hops and turns" mechanism first outlined by Grotthuss \[[@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43]\]. That is, liquid water can act as a protonic conductor since protons can quickly transfer among water molecules by the "hops and turns" mechanism. Notice also that, from the negative charge point of view, hydroxyl anions are transferred in the opposite direction of proton conduction.Fig. 2Protons can quickly transfer among water molecules by the "hops and turns" mechanism so that a microscopic water body may be thought of as a protonic conductor. Adapted from Lee 2012 *Bioenergetics***1: 104**, 1--8.Fig. 2

In mitochondria such as the animal mitochondria [@bib40], as illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the mitochondrial intermembrane space contains liquid water (pH = 7.25) which is a protonic conductor ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}); the mitochondrial inner membrane is an insulator which is largely impermeable to ions; and the mitochondrial matrix contains liquid water (pH = 7.35) which is also a protonic conductor. Therefore, the intermembrane space liquid-inner membrane-matrix liquid system ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) constitutes a protonic "conductor-insulator-conductor" system, which by definition naturally is a protonic capacitor.Fig. 3Proton-electrostatic localization model illustrating how excess protons (H^+^) and hydroxyl ions (OH^--^) could be electrostatically localized at the water-membrane interfaces along the two sides of the mitochondrial inner membrane before proton-cation exchange as it would be in a theoretically pure water-membrane-water system.Fig. 3

Consequently, as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, when the redox-driven proton pumps (which, for an example, comprises the oxidative membrane protein complexes I, III and IV, using NADH as the source of electrons and O~2~ as the terminal electron acceptor) transport protons from the matrix into the mitochondrial intermembrane space across the mitochondrial inner membrane, it will create excess protons in the intermembrane space and leave excess hydroxyl anions in the matrix. The excess hydroxyl anions in the matrix will not stay in the bulk water phase because of their mutual repulsion and consequently they go to the water-membrane interface at the matrix side of the membrane where they then attract the excess protons at the intermembrane space side of the inner membrane, forming an "excess protons-membrane-excess anions" capacitor system ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the excess protons are localized at the water-membrane interface at the intermembrane space side of the inner membrane by the electrostatic attraction from the excess anions at the other side of the membrane.

This proton-electrostatic localization theory \[[@bib9], [@bib36]\] suggests that excess free protons in a microscopic water body behave like electrons in a typical conductor. It is well known that for a charged electrical conductor at static equilibrium, all the (extra) electrons reside on the conducting body\'s surface [@bib44]. It is reasonable to expect this since electrons repel each other, and, being free to move, they will spread out to the surface. By the same token, it is reasonable to expect that free excess protons (or conversely the excess hydroxyl anions) in a microscopic water body will move to its surface. Adapting this view to excess free hydroxyl anions in the mitochondrial matrix (created by pumping protons across the mitochondrial inner membrane into the intermembrane space through the electron-transport-coupled proton-transfer system), they will be electrostatically localized along the water-membrane interface at the matrix (*n*) side of the mitochondrial inner membrane. In addition, their negative charges (OH^--^), will attract the positively charged species, namely the excess protons (H^+^) in the intermembrane space to the membrane-water interface at the *p*-side of the membrane, as illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

This theoretical prediction for electrostatic proton localization at liquid-membrane interface can be mathematically justified by using the Gauss Law equation of electrostatics and the fact that there can be no electric field **E** inside a protonic conductor ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Gauss\'s Law relates the net charge Q within a volume to the flux of electric field lines through the closed surface surrounding the volume in the following equation, as shown in Ref. [@bib44],$$\ \varepsilon_{o}\left. \oint{E \bullet dS} \right. = Q$$where ε~o~ is the electric permittivity constant and **dS** is a differential surface element. Here the small circle on the integral sign indicates that the integration is performed over the closed surface. Consider then a series of integration applications, where a small volume at the center of the mitochondrial matrix liquid is gradually increased until it is just inside the matrix liquid surface, indicated by **r** in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. By definition, the electric field **E** is zero everywhere in a conductive body. Thus, in each case the left side of [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} vanishes and therefore the right side must also vanish, which means that no net charge (Q = 0) is within the volume; the excess hydroxyl anions in this case must therefore be at the matrix water-body surface, i.e. at the water-membrane interface along the *n* side of mitochondrial inner membrane surface.

Similarly, considering the proton-conductive water at the mitochondrial intermembrane space, the electric field **E** = 0 holds true everywhere in the water body of the intermembrane space. Applying Gauss\'s Law to a series of volumes enclosing the entire mitochondrial system and decreasing them to be just outside the mitochondrial inner membrane surface (indicated by **R** in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the surface integrals of [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} vanish and so no net excess charge is found. Since the excess hydroxyl anions are at the matrix side, the positive charges (excess protons) must be at the membrane-water interface along the membrane surface at the intermembrane space (*p*) side, precisely balancing the excess hydroxyl anions of the matrix (*n*) side, making the total net charge of the entire system zero.

In addition to the theoretical development \[[@bib9], [@bib36]\], the predicted formation of an "excess protons-membrane-excess anions" protonic capacitor has recently been experimentally demonstrated in the Lee laboratory using biomimetic "water-membrane-water" systems \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib45]\].

2.2. Newly formulated protonic motive force equation with electrostatically localized protons {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With both the new theory on electrostatically localized protons \[[@bib9], [@bib36], [@bib46]\] and the successful experimental demonstration of a protonic capacitor using biomimetic "water-membrane-water" systems \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib45]\], it is now very clear that the textbook Mitchellian pmf equation ([Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is not entirely correct since it misses the contribution from the electrostatically localized protons at the liquid-membrane interface that is rightly at the protonic inlet mouth of the ATP synthase ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, according to the proton-electrostatics localization theory \[[@bib9], [@bib36], [@bib46]\], the Mitchellian protonic motive force [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which has been in many textbooks for nearly a half century, must now be revised. First of all, it is important to note that the proton-electrostatics localization ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) clearly indicates that the excess protons and hydroxyl ions may directly contribute to the trans-membrane potential difference Δψ. In addition, the localized excess protons (their population density) will increase the probability for protons to be available at the ATP synthase, independently from that implied by the bulk liquid pH value. To account for this effect, the author has generalized the protonic motive force equation for ATP synthesis as$$pmf\ \left( \Delta p \right)\  = \Delta\psi + \frac{2.3\ RT}{F}\ \left( {pH_{nB} + \log_{10}\left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \ \left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right)} \right)$$where $pH_{nB}$ is the mitochondrial matrix (*n*) bulk liquid phase pH; $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ is the effective concentration of electrostatically localized protons at the liquid-membrane interface along the *p*-side of mitochondrial inner membrane; and $\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack$ is the *p*-side bulk liquid phase proton concentration in the intermembrane space.

Note, the newly formulated pmf equation ([Eq. 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) described above shows that the total effective proton concentration is the sum of both the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and the delocalized proton concentration proton $\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack$. This is consistent with the proton-electrostatic localization model ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) showing that both the localized protons at the liquid-membrane interface and the delocalized protons in the bulk liquid phase can enter the protonic inlet mouth of the ATP synthase. This well fits with the proton-electrostatic localization model ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) that can explain both the proton localization and delocalization phenomena without requiring any of the "localized proton microcircuits", or physical barrier including the hypothetical protein-based "occluded space" [@bib47] and/or the putative interfacial potential barrier models \[[@bib34], [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51]\]. Based on the experimental observation that the excess protons created in a bulk liquid phase can readily enter into the liquid-membrane interface forming an "excess protons-membrane-excess anions" capacitor, it is now quite clear that the putative interfacial potential barrier \[[@bib34], [@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51]\] is either probably not real or not required to form the protonic capacitor.

To better isolate and show the contribution of the localized protons, the newly formulated pmf equation ([Eq. 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is now reorganized as follows:$$pmf\  = \Delta\psi + \frac{2.3\ RT}{F}\ \log_{10}\left( {\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack/\left\lbrack H_{nB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + \frac{2.3\ RT}{F}\ \log_{10}\left( {1 + {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack/\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack}} \right)$$

The first two terms of [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} comprise the "classic" bulk phase-to-bulk phase proton electrochemical potential gradients expression for the pmf as noted in [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}; whereas the last term accounts for the "local" pmf from the electrostatically localized protons. Here $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ again is the concentration of electrostatically localized protons at the liquid-membrane interface on the positive (*p*) side of the membrane, $\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack$ is the proton concentration in the bulk liquid *p*-phase (intermembrane space in the case of mitochondria), and $\left\lbrack H_{nB}^{+} \right\rbrack\ $ is the proton concentration in the bulk liquid *n*-phase (matrix in mitochondria).

For an idealized protonic capacitor, the concentration of the ideal localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ at the water--membrane interface on the *p*-side is related to the transmembrane electrical potential difference $\Delta\psi$ by$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0} = \frac{C}{S} \cdot \ \frac{\Delta\psi}{l \cdot F}$$where $C/S$ is the specific membrane capacitance per unit surface area, $l$ is the thickness of the localized proton layer. Note, the novel use of $l$ (the thickness of the localized proton layer) and $F\ $ (Faraday constant) in this equation converts the capacitor surface charge density into a quantity of localized proton concentration in the units of molarity compatible with the modern thermodynamic parameters that are now useful to pmf calculation.

In actual biological systems such as mitochondria, non-proton cations $M_{pB}^{i +}$ such as Na^+^, K^+^, and Mg^++^ in the aqueous media may exchange with the localized protons at the liquid-membrane interface and thereby reduce their concentration. For example, a non-proton cation $M_{pB}^{i +}$ such as a sodium cation ${Na}_{pB}^{+}$ of the bulk liquid *p*-phase may exchange with a localized proton $H_{L}^{+}\ $ at the liquid-membrane interface ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) as expressed in the following cation-proton exchange reaction:$$\ H_{L}^{+} + \ Na_{pB}^{+}\ \  = \ H_{pB}^{+} + Na_{L}^{+}$$where $Na_{L}^{+}$ represents a sodium cation exchanged into the localized proton layer at the liquid-membrane interface and $H_{pB}^{+}$ is a proton in bulk liquid *p*-phase (intermembrane space). Consequently, the sodium-proton exchange equilibrium constant $\ K_{PNa^{+}}$ is defined as$$K_{PNa^{+}}\  = \ \frac{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack\ \left\lbrack Na_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}\ \left\lbrack Na_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack}$$where the localized sodium cation concentration $\left\lbrack {Na_{L}^{+}} \right\rbrack$ is the difference between the initial localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ before cation exchange and the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}$ after the sodium-proton exchange as shown in the following equation.$${{\left\lbrack {Na_{L}^{+}} \right\rbrack\  = \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack}^{0} - \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack}_{Na^{+}}$$

Through the use of [Eq. (8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"} to substitute $\left\lbrack {Na_{L}^{+}} \right\rbrack$ in [Eq. (7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the sodium-proton exchange equilibrium constant can now be expressed as$$K_{PNa^{+}} = \ \frac{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack\ \left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0} - \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack}_{Na^{+}} \right)}{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}\ \left\lbrack Na_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack}$$

From [Eq. (9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can solve for the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}$ at the sodium-proton exchange equilibrium as$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}} = \frac{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}}{\ K_{PNa^{+}}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack {Na_{pB}^{+}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1}\ $$

Note, the denominator in [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} is the "reduction factor" owing to the effect of sodium cation exchange with the localized protons.

After the sodium-proton exchange that results in $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}$ as expressed in [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, let\'s now further consider to add K^+^ in the bulk liquid *p*-phase. Based on author\'s analysis using a way similar to that of Eqs. [6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [7](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [8](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [9](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [10](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}K^{+}}$ after exchange with both Na^+^ and K^+^ may be expressed in the following equation.$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{{Na}^{+}K^{+}}\  = \frac{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}}{\ K_{PK^{+}}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack K_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1}$$

By use of [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} to substitute $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}}$ in [Eq. (11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it can now show:$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}K^{+}}\  = \frac{\frac{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}}{\ K_{PNa^{+}}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack {Na_{pB}^{+}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1}}{\ K_{PK^{+}}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack K_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1}$$

That is, the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}K^{+}}$ after exchange with both Na^+^ and K^+^ is reduced from the initial localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ by a factor that is a product (multiplication rather than summation) of the two reduction factors associated with each of Na^+^ and K^+^ as shown in the following equation.$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack_{Na^{+}K^{+}}\  = \frac{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}}{\left\{ {K_{PNa^{+}}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack {Na_{pB}^{+}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1} \right\}\left\{ {K_{PK^{+}}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack K_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1} \right\}}$$

Therefore, for any number (n) of different non-proton cation species such as Na^+^, K^+^, and Mg^++^ present in the bulk liquid *p*-phase, the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ (at the equilibrium state) after exchange with all of the cation species may be generalized as follows$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack = \frac{\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}}{\prod_{i = 1}^{n}\ \left\{ {K_{Pi}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1} \right\}}$$

Here $\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ is the concentration of any non-proton cation in the *p*-phase and $K_{Pi}$ is the equilibrium constant for each of the cation species to exchange with the localized protons. Note, the denominator in [Eq. (14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"} is the reduction factor owing to the effect of cation exchange with the localized protons. The total contribution of the non-proton cations to this reduction factor surprisingly is a product (multiplication not summation) of the reduction factors associated with each of the non-proton cation species $\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ in the bulk liquid *p*-phase such as Na^+^, K^+^, and Mg^++^.

It is noteworthy that all the physical quantities appearing in Eqs. [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(14](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}) may, in principle, be determined through experimental measurements. There are no freely adjustable parameters. For the membrane and protonic capacitor parameters in [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the calculations reported in this article have taken C/S = 13.2 mf/m^2^ as an averaged membrane capacitance based on measured experimental data [@bib52] and $l$ = 1 nm, which, as discussed in Ref. \[[@bib9], [@bib10]\], is a reasonable thickness of the localized proton layer. It is also noteworthy that the thickness of the localized proton layer $l$ is an important parameter that is not well known. It may govern the magnitude of the localized proton concentration.

Note, in some of the literature, the membrane potential might have been reported as a "negative" number \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\] because of using an opposite reference orientation (from *n*-side to *p*-side) \[[@bib53], [@bib54]\] in contrast to that of the $\Delta\psi$ defined in [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} from the *p*-side to the *n*-side as defined by Mitchell \[[@bib55], [@bib56]\], Nicholls and Ferguson \[[@bib5], [@bib8]\]. In that case, special care must be taken to correct (remove) the negative sign for such membrane potential data with the opposite orientation such as that of ref \[[@bib18], [@bib40], [@bib57]\] before applying it to the pmf [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. By using Eqs. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the population densities (concentrations) of electrostatically localized protons and localized non-proton cations at the liquid-membrane interface were analyzed as a function of membrane potential in animal mitochondria.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. The origin of membrane potential as a function of electrostatically localized protons and cations {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to the Lee model \[[@bib9], [@bib11]\] of electrostatically localized protons as shown in [Eq (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $\Delta\psi$ exists precisely because of the excess cations (including H^+^) and the excess anions (such as OH^−^) charge layers localized on the two sides of the membrane in a protons-membrane-anions capacitor structure ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This also explains the origin of $\Delta\psi$ and its relation with the concentration of electrostatically localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ as expressed in Eqs [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Consequently, the membrane potential (difference) $\Delta\psi$ created by the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ before cation exchange with the localized protons may be expressed as in the following equation:$$\Delta\psi\  = \frac{{S \cdot l \cdot F \cdot \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack}^{0}}{C}$$where $C/S$ is the specific membrane capacitance per unit surface area, $l$ is the thickness of the localized proton layer, and *F* is the Faraday constant.

From the protonic capacitor-based membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ equation ([Eq. 15](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we can now clearly understand that the membrane potential (difference) $\Delta\psi$ is a function of the ideal localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$. This now also explains the physical origin of membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ as a function of the localized excess proton concentration under the idealized condition such as in an idealized pure water-membrane-water system.

In a real biological system, the cation-proton exchange will reduce the localized proton concentration from $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ to $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$; but it typically does not change the membrane potential. Therefore, the relationship between $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ and $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ may be expressed with the product of cation exchange reduction factors as$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0} = \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack \cdot \prod\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\ \left\{ {K_{Pi}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1} \right\}$$

Consequently, by combining Eqs. [(15)](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the membrane potential difference $\Delta\psi$ at the cation-proton exchange equilibrium may be expressed as$$\Delta\psi\  = \frac{S \cdot l \cdot F \cdot \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack \cdot \prod_{i = 1}^{n}\ \left\{ {K_{Pi}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1} \right\}}{C}$$

Since the cation-proton exchange typically does not change the total localized (positive) charge density at the liquid-membrane interface, the ideal localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ equals to the sum of the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and the localized cation concentrations $\left( {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)$ at the cation-proton exchange equilibrium as shown in the following equation.$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0} = \left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$$where $\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ is the concentration for each of the localized non-proton cations such as sodium and potassium cations in cation-proton exchange equilibrium at a liquid-membrane interface. Therefore, the membrane potential difference $\Delta\psi$ can also be expressed as$$\Delta\psi\  = \frac{S \cdot l \cdot F \cdot \left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)}{C}$$

This protonic/cationic capacitor-based $\Delta\psi$ equation ([Eq. 19](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"}) now also explains the physical origin of membrane potential (difference) $\Delta\psi$ as a function of the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and localized cation concentrations $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ in a real biological membrane system at cation-proton exchange equilibrium. That is, the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in proton-coupling bioenergetics represents a localized protonic/cationic membrane capacitor behavior.

From this membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ equation ([Eq. 19](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"}), it is now also quite clear that the protons and ions in a permanent "electric double layer" formed as a result of membrane surface\'s fixed-charges such as the negatively-charged phosphate groups of phospholipids that permanently attract protons and cations are not relevant to the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in the proton-coupling bioenergetics. This is consistent with the conclusion made in the previous study [@bib46] that the membrane surface-fixed-charges-attracted protons are not relevant to the pmf that drives ATP synthesis.

This protonic/cationic capacitor-based equation ([Eq. 19](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"}) may also help clarifying that the "intrinsic membrane dipole potential" contributed by the intrinsic membrane properties such as phospholipid carbonyl groups and lipids-bound water molecules \[[@bib58], [@bib59]\] is not part of the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in proton-coupling bioenergetics. Similarly, the property of water orientation at hydrophobic interfaces [@bib60] and the putative energy barrier for protons at hydrophobic liquid interfaces [@bib34] are not immediately relevant to the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$. Our previous study [@bib12] also found no support for the putative interfacial potential barrier model [@bib48] that anyhow is not really required to explain the localized proton coupling bioenergetics [@bib9].

3.2. Nernst equation applicable as a way to estimate membrane potential {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In the field of bioenergetics, the Nernst equation ([Eq. 20](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}) [@bib5] has been widely used to estimate the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$$$\Delta\psi\  = \frac{2.3\ RT}{mF}\ \log_{10}\ \left( \frac{\left\lbrack X_{nB}^{m +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack X_{pB}^{m +} \right\rbrack} \right)$$where $\left\lbrack X_{nB}^{m +} \right\rbrack$ and $\left\lbrack X_{pB}^{m +} \right\rbrack$ are the concentration of a special membrane-potential probing cation (with its valance charge *m*) in the two bulk liquid phases: one at the positive (*p*) side of the membrane and the other at the negative (*n*) side of the membrane, respectively.

According to the Lee model of electrostatically localized protons ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib9], the Nernst equation ([Eq. 20](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is still applicable as a practical way to estimate the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$. This is true as long as the concentration of the membrane-potential probing cation (with its valance charge $m$) such as Rb^+^ or K^+^ is not too high (for example by comparing the gradients of K^+^ and the cation across the inner membrane of mitochondria in the presence of the K^+^ ionophore valinomycin and varying low K^+^ concentrations) [@bib61], so that its use would not significantly perturb the total localized surface charge density $\left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)$ at the liquid-membrane interface and thus the true membrane potential $\Delta\psi$. Under this condition, the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ can also be expressed as$$\Delta\psi\  = \frac{S \cdot l \cdot F \cdot \left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)}{C}\ \  = \ \frac{2.3\ RT}{mF}\ log_{10}\ \left( \frac{\left\lbrack X_{nB}^{m +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack X_{pB}^{m +} \right\rbrack} \right)$$

3.3. Effect of cation exchange with electrostatically localized protons as calculated in animal mitochondria {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Concentrations of the major cations Na^+^, K^+^, and Mg^++^ in the mitochondria are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. They were calculated from the composition of the reaction medium reported in Ref. [@bib40]. Also shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are the cation-proton exchange equilibrium constants $K_{Pi}$ used in this study. The $K_{Pi}$ values for Na^+^ and K^+^ were experimentally determined to be 5.07 × 10^−8^ and 6.93 × 10^−8^, respectively [@bib12]. The $K_{Pi}$ value of 5.42 × 10^−6^ for Mg^++^ was determined from the latest experimental data of divalent cation Mg^++^ exchange with electrostatically localized protons at a membrane-liquid interface in the Lee laboratory through a study similar to that reported in Ref. [@bib12].Table 1Experimental cation concentrations in the mitochondria reaction medium (as reported in ref. [@bib40]), estimated cation-proton exchange equilibrium constants, and calculated cation exchange reduction factors of the surface proton concentration at the reaction medium $pH_{pB}$ = 7.25.Table 1Cation species $M_{pB}^{i +}$Cation species concentration $\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack$Exchange equilibrium constant $K_{Pi}$$K_{Pi}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack M_{pB}^{i +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1$Na^+^10 mM5.07 × 10^−8^1.01K^+^128 mM6.93 × 10^−8^1.16Mg^++^1.0 mM5.42 × 10^−6^1.10**Total product of cation exchange reduction factors:**$\prod\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\ \left\{ K_{Pi}\left( \frac{\left\lbrack M_{nB}^{i +} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H_{pB}^{+} \right\rbrack} \right) + 1 \right\}$**1.29**

In the assay of mitochondrial ATP-ADP exchange by Chinopoulos et al (2009) [@bib40], mitochondrial membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ was measured in a range from 60 to 160 mV using fluorescence quenching of a cationic dye due to its accumulation inside energized mitochondria. Their experimental data showed ATP synthesis as measured by ATP efflux rate at a membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ as low as anywhere between 60 and 80 mV (Figure 7C of Ref [@bib40]). More importantly, by measuring of matrix pH using pH-sensitive fluorescence ratio to the pH of the extracellular volume, their experimental work [@bib40] showed that there is essentially no or little bulk-phase pH difference across the mitochondrial inner membrane: the "ΔpH~max~ is only ∼0.11". That is, under the given reaction medium pH 7.25 ($pH_{pB}$), mitochondria matrix pH during state three was about 7.35 ($pH_{nB}$). This experimental observation is consistent with our latest experimental results from a biomimetic anode water-membrane-water cathode system where the bulk-phase liquid pH in the anode liquid chamber remains about the same as that in the cathode chamber liquid before and after energization by excess protons at one side of the membrane and excess hydroxyl anions at the other side \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib45]\]. Therefore, the measured experimental parameters (data) of the reaction medium pH 7.25 ($pH_{pB}$) and mitochondria matrix pH 7.35 ($pH_{nB}$) during the state three as reported by Chinopoulos et al (2009) were used in the bioenergetics calculations here.

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} lists the calculated cation exchange reduction factors of the localized surface proton concentration for $pH_{pB}$ = 7.25, which was the incubation medium pH used in the mitochondrial membrane potential ($\Delta\psi$) determination experiment [@bib40]. The total product of these factors (total cation exchange reduction factor in the denominator of [Eq. 14](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is 1.29, which is fairly close to one, indicating a relatively minor role of cation-proton exchange at the membrane surface in modulating the electrostatically localized surface proton concentration in mitochondria.

For example, when the transmembrane electrical potential difference ($\Delta\psi$) is 120 mV, the localized proton population density $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ before the cation-proton exchange process is calculated to be 16.4 mM (listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). In this example, the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ is reduced by the cation exchange to 16.4 mM/1.29 = 12.7 mM, which is equivalent to a localized proton layer pH of 1.90 ─ remarkably lower than the bulk liquid medium pH of 7.25.Table 2The concentrations of electrostatically localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and localized cations $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ at the liquid-membrane interface calculated as a function of transmembrane potential $\Delta\psi$ using Eqs. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"} under the given reaction medium pH 7.25 ($pH_{pB}$), mitochondria matrix pH 7.35 ($pH_{nB}$).Table 2$\Delta\psi$ (mV)$pH_{pB}$$pH_{nB}$$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$^0^ (mM)Exchange reduction factor$\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$\
(mM)$\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$\
(mM)Total localized charge density (mM)507.257.356.841.295.301.546.84557.257.357.521.295.831.697.52607.257.358.211.296.361.858.21657.257.358.891.296.892.008.89707.257.359.581.297.422.159.58757.257.3510.31.297.952.3110.3807.257.3510.91.298.482.4610.9907.257.3512.31.299.552.7712.31007.257.3513.71.2910.63.0813.71107.257.3515.01.2911.73.3815.01207.257.3516.41.2912.73.6916.41307.257.3517.81.2913.84.0017.81407.257.3519.21.2914.84.3119.21507.257.3520.51.2915.94.6120.51607.257.3521.91.2917.04.9221.91707.257.3523.31.2918.05.2323.31807.257.3524.61.2919.15.5424.61907.257.3526.01.2920.25.8426.02007.257.3527.41.2921.26.1527.4

3.4. Electrostatically localized protons and localized cations at the liquid-membrane interface calculated as a function of membrane potential in animal mitochondria {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} lists the concentrations of electrostatically localized protons and localized cations calculated as a function of transmembrane potential $\Delta\psi$ using Eqs. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"} under the given reaction medium pH 7.25 ($pH_{pB}$), mitochondria matrix pH 7.35 ($pH_{nB}$) and taking cation-proton exchange into account as explained above.

As listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the concentration of electrostatically localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ at the liquid-membrane interface calculated in animal mitochondria is in a range from about 5.30 to 21.2 mM depending on the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$. The concentration of electrostatically localized non-proton cations $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ including Na^+^, K^+^ and Mg^++^ at the liquid-membrane interface is in a range from about 1.54 to 6.15 mM. As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, both the concentration of the localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and that of the localized non-proton cations $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ at the liquid-membrane interface increase with the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in animal mitochondria.Fig. 4Localized surface charge density (mM) contributed by electrostatically localized protons and localized cations at the liquid-membrane interface calculated as a function of membrane potential (mV) in animal mitochondria.Fig. 4

The total localized surface charge density $\left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)$ which is the sum of the localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and the localized non-proton cations $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ is in a range from 6.84 to 27.4 mM. As listed [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, the total localized surface charge density equals to the ideal localized proton population density $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ before the cation-proton exchange process. This is true since the cation-proton exchange process does not change the total localized charges density, neither does it change to the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$.

The electrostatically localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ is the dominant component, which accounts about 78% of the total localized surface charge density at the cation-proton exchange equilibrium state in animal mitochondria ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

The origin of membrane potential$\Delta\psi$ is now better understood as the voltage difference across the protons/cations-membrane-anions capacitor, which is contributed by the electrostatically localized protons/cations at the liquid-membrane interface at the *p* side of the membrane in electrostatic balance with the surface localized anions at the *n* side of the membrane. That is, the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ in proton-coupling bioenergetics represents a localized protonic/cationic membrane capacitor behavior.

As shown in the newly formulated protonic/cationic capacitor-based $\Delta\psi$ Eqs [(15](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [17](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [19](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"}), membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ can now be expressed as a function of the ideal electrostatically localized proton density $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ or the total localized surface charge density$\ \left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)$. Therefore, the Lee proton electrostatic localization model ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@bib9], [@bib37]\] with its definition of localized protons $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ as shown in Eqs [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(14](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}) adds significant clarification to the origin of membrane potential $\Delta\psi$, well beyond the Mitchellian [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} that contains the term $\Delta\psi$ but does not clearly explain its origin. In the newly formulated pmf [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ that helps to drive protons through the ATP synthase is also the same factor in [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} that determines the concentration of surface localized protons which are available to the ATP synthase.

Therefore, the physical origin for membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ is the electrostatic formation of the localized surface charge density that is the sum of the localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ and the localized non-proton cations density $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack$ at the liquid membrane interface. The total localized surface charge density equals to the ideal localized proton population density $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack^{0}$ since the cation-proton exchange process does not change the total localized charges density, neither does it change to the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$. The Nernst equation ([Eq. 20](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can still be applied here as a practical way to estimate the membrane potential $\Delta\psi$ as long as the concentration of the probing cation such as K^+^ is not too high so that its use would not significantly perturb the total localized surface charge density $\ \left( {\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left\lbrack M_{L}^{i +} \right\rbrack} \right)$ at the liquid-membrane interface.

In animal mitochondria, the electrostatically localized proton concentration $\left\lbrack H_{L}^{+} \right\rbrack$ is the dominant component, which accounts about 78% of the total localized surface charge density at the cation-proton exchange equilibrium state (data in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, liquid water as a type of protonic conductor ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) may play a significant role in the biological activities of membrane potential formation and utilization ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).
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